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Our.energy dilemma is both real and complex. It can be .characterized,

however, by three,siMple but important_Observations.

Today, oil and gas provide-75 percent of the energyalaiwe7consume.

Yet domestic production of both has been declining for most of this decade,

and excessive imports of these fuels'are already hurting the United States

economy.

° We in the United States. have been extravagant in our use of energy.

Our inefficient energy hab4eare costly both, in terms of _economic health d,

and environmental quality. The' case for doing better is.clear:
.

we can
.

,

reduce .the amount of energy requiredto,meet our present needs by 20 to 40

Percent through technical ImProveents;, we can genet to more, jobs by investing

in energy conservation than in energy supply.

0 Despite the great' potential of energy conservation, it alone. will,

not be suff ent. We mugis" also shift zfrOm oil ancras to other sources of
..

r'-)

supply. Yet, the two most readily available, coal and nuclear power, are

constrained by _environmental and \social problems.

It should-not be surpkislAg then that many Of- us ingovernmentand
. ,

elgewhere are returning agalh the questions1_,What can we reasonably expect

of .solar energy? And how soon? .
-.

P II

-q.

HaviO Ined the issue, our conclusion is that the prospects for

solar enexTry'.are -bkighter than most imagine. The view ofd solar energy as
k

rathera rather exotic energy 'source of little practical significance from the

standpoint of our large, energy requirements is no longer justified, And

may never have



.This report summarizes the recent ,technical and-economic*rogress

which has led to this more optimistic evaluation of solar technologies and

reviews the recoMmendations that have been Offeredffor speeding tt4ir

'

.- -

widespread use 'in the United `States and abroad. *though it is -not comprf-
. . .

.

herisive, this repOrt should provide a point of depaKture for those interested
-,,N_

,

/
4

in better underatanding the .mportant role that "technologies could

,
).

play_in our energy future.. V
Basedased on'-our review, Council on Environmental Quality has ,reached

- ,i...------1--
. -

some tentative conclusions about what woulg be reasonable goals for the

United States in this vital'al'ea. No one's crystal ball works very weir in

. 17
examining energy'futures; but based on available information-and recognizing

.

00,1

,1:;.the uncertainties, we view the "following goals as optimistic but ach iev able

,..,if we commit the necessary.resources to-theM: t

d.

0 To make economically competitive over the remainder of the cencyry

a variety of- solar technologies for the production of heat, electricity

and biofuels.

o To meet ,. by the turn 1,the century, a significant portion of our
P

-

energy needs with solar energy..4Although.t he actual contribution of solar

energy win ,depend on an enormous number of decisionS-lby the public and

private sectors, we believe thatuncler-condition's of accelerated development

and-wit:h a .serious effort to'conserve energy, solar technology could meet

_

a quarter of our energy needs.by the year 2000.

0 To move, in the peeod beyoAd the turn of the century, to
- , A .;

,

,

a society -based predominantly on solar energy.. It is now possible-tP
.

spe k realistically Of the United States becoming a solar societyl, A

V,goad, of providing significantly more/than one-half our energy from



solar sources by the year2020 should be achievable if our commitment to,

that .goal, and to conservation is strong. This- transition to primary
o

reliance on modar:energy-will require rplianceOnTh wide' variety of solar

.'approa hes: heat from_ solar collectors and from passive designs for' new

struc res; electricity from small dams,, wind turbines, photovoltlic cells,

'and high-temperature collectors; and gaseoug and liquid fuels from biomass.

The'fact that it is: now possible to discuss thi\solar future realisti-

.cally may be the most exciting energy news of our generation. .It is a future
..,,

/:
-

that deserves to be_explored and pursued vigorously.
t

1L <

TheU.S.Isolar effort could not hope to succeed without a continuation

of the .dedicaionand ingenuity,that have chAracteized the efforts of
s .1.

,

, .

prikate cQmpanies , and individuals over the past few years. Because

of these'efforts, we can ,now say with assurance that solar energy, in its

lmany fort and-14th its many advantages --.above,aA ,-its prom .s of true

i
. \

.

energyndependence in an environmentally benign way -- is in fact our.

best b)pe.

1
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I. ,Solar Energy prospects: An Overview

Even with substantial conservation efforts, world energy demand is

expected to double in kp to 30 years.
1 At roughly the same time, world

ti

production of oil and gas is anticipated to level off -- possibly beginning.

in the 1980's in the case of oil.
2

Caught between these forceful and ominoustrends,.the United States-

and other countries must make far-reachineehanges in their energy systems

.

within a few'decades. Becausethe lead times involved are long, these

changes' must begin now.

The principal alternative energy sources for the United States are

coal, nuclear power, and (direct and indirect).
3 As recognized in

the National Energy Plan all of these options will be used in the years'

ahead,
4 but recent developments- haVe increased concern with both coal,and

nuclear as'Ionger-term supply options and have provided the basis for

greater optimism regarding solar.
5 The consideratiOns are such that mhny

thoughtful persons now believe we should adopt national and international

.\-,

strategies aimed at shifting as rapidly as possible -- perhapt withi

/1(

a

few decades -- to a society.based.predominantly. on solar energy:.
6 ,

___

...- . . , , . -

. ,

. T=.14.

Energy is derived from the sun in several forms -- direct sunlight,

wind, falling water, plant material (biomass), and ocean temperature

grOients.-N Solar -energy in general has certain rather obvious, but very

important, characteristics:
,

* It is abundant and Tenewable. Huge amounts of solar energy are

potentially usable. Solar energy flows through the, earth's natural system

at a rate about,10,000 times greater,than all energy from the world'



4.*

.

fossil- and nuclearcpowred machines..
7 In principle, with an average

\4, >
. .

collection efficiency of only 15 percent.-- achievable with present

technologies -- all of our current energy needs could be met t)y using

roughly 1 percent of our land area.
8 As a 7spectivg, approximately 17

percent of our land area is\now used for crops. A recent study of

41-

California'Oxplored the outlook for total reliance in the-state onsolar

and geothermal energy, along with a strong emphasis on conservation.
9 The

study-recognized some drawbadks, but concluded that' from the standpoint of
41

resources and technology, it should be possible to operate an advanced

society in California solely on "indigenou3 renewable resources" 7- even

with a population nearly twice the present size and ah economy nearly four

times as great.

It is universally available and not as.vUlnerable to large-scale

human intervention whetheer by strikes, embargoes, fuel price boosts, or

anti-trust agreements.

* Its environmental impacts are minimal. With careful desiutand'
/

operation, solar energy technologies can be expected to have far fewer and

far smaller detrimental effects than conventional sources providing

equivalent amounts of energy.
10 nlike coal, solar poses little risk to

climate and creates little direct air pollution; unlike nuclear, it poses

no radioactive hazards.and no risk of nuclear weapons proliferation. The

principal i=mpacts of solar energy are on land used even in that -

.

respect it may compare favorably with alternative sources of energy when

the entire cycle of the energy, system is considered.

Itl effects on the economy and employment are highly beneficial.

Widespread adoption of the various solar technologies-would create an



enormous number of jobs of many types -- from welders to plumbers, from

sheet-metal workers to electrical engineers, from architects to carpenters.

Several studies, as well as some new'preliminary.data to be published

shortly, indicate that-capital investment in solar heating or wind power

systems will generate between two and five times as many jobs as the same

expenditure for central station electric powers plants.
11 Similar

4
conclusions follow from a recent analysis o e employment implications

of solar energy development in California.
12 The study estimated that

widespread use of solar space- and water- heating systems to helpmeet the

state's energy needs alone-bould generate more than 375,000 jobs per year

during the coming deCade, cutting California's unemployment rate nearly in

half.

All these attribute of solar energy indicate that if has the potential

ti
to be a leading source of U.S. energy supply, not just a supplement. Indeed,

from the standpoint of thnology and resources, there. appears to be no

reason why solar energy cannot meet most of our ,needs, given adequate 1,

efflits to increase energy of ciency.

That leaves these critical quesons to be answered. For the various'

formSof solar energy, how long ill it take to reach full techilologicil

and economic feasibility? Will government, industry, and she public take.

the initiatives necessary to overcome the barriers to solar dbvelopment 4--

and to capitalize fully on its potential? 44114 share of:national and

international energy demand will solar technologies be able ?o meet?

It is

long-range

important to keep in

action, are needgd:

Mind that long-range commitments, and

If, solar energy is to provide a major

recourse-for\the fast approaching time when oil and gas go into decline,

an early and sustained commitment to its development is essential.

- 3



It is also important that comparisons between solar energy and other

energy systems be made equitably. Many current economic comparisons are
.

seriously inadequate and incOmplete.
1
3 They do not, for exampl4 cover

an adequate range of costsosts and benefits -- or subsidies and externalities

through the complete cy6ie., For example, in comparing solar energy to

coal and nuclear, a f 'And r analysis should include such frequently

ignored cost items as occupationally related deaths and injuries, environ ,

mental damage, the ecological-and aesthetic impacts of transmission lines,

security a'hd accident risks, governmeht assistance, insurance, and tax

... subsidies, and so forth. One recent analysis concludes that present,
i

. ,

.. icorforate income tax deductions and credits provide gas and electric
14

utilities witl(a negative or zero income tax for new investment. .The
_ )

overall cost -to(the nation of incefitA7es used by. 'the Federal Government to

. _.---=---
..-

stimulate energy production in the last several decades has been well over

$100,, billion (1976 $) 5\ Conventional energy systems, including. fossil,
I

-,

nuCleat-and large-scale hydro, received essenti41y all of the flands.

What, then, is the prognosis for solar energy development? The

evidence available today, and.reviewed in the following sections of this

report, indicates the following:

o Solar energy is'already a serious option with-numerous applications

at or near commercial feasibility.
16 Most prominent in this regard are

solar hot water heating,'solar space heating and cooling, small scale

hydropower, wind, and fuels from biomass. Nonetheless, significant

barriers still exist to increased use of this resource. in some cased,

they are institutional; in others, further research, development and industry

growth are needed to bring costs down to competitive levels. VI all ,cases,

4



there are governmental actions which could subStantially reduce the period_

required lor the meaningful introduction of each solar technology'.

o The past few years have seen, remarkable progress in solar economics

and technology, and rapid improvements are expected to continue. There

are good grounds for believing that, with appropr1te private and govern-
-

-mental support,-solar energy can contribute in .a major way in this Century

to meeting Qur needs for heat, liquid fuels and electricity. ,Though.

estimates,of solar's potential growth are hazardous and must be viewed with

caution, CEQ's conclusion -- reflected in the Table on page 6 -- is that

fOril 20 to 30 quads,(quadrillion or 101S Bta's) per y ear from solar sources

appear possible by the year 200Q if we push ahead rapidly. For comparison,

current U.S. energy consumpt.ion is about 76 quads/year, f: which come

from solar sources. Our conclusion is that with a strong national commitment

to accelerated solar development and use, it should'be possible to derive a

quarter of U.S. energy from solar by the year 2000, with the major growth

- occurring after 1985.

o For "Elle period. 2020 and- beyond, it is now possible to speak hope-
,

fully, and unblushingly, of the United States becoming-a solar society. A

national goal of providing significantly more.than half of our energy from

solar sources by the year 2020 shduld be achievable if our commitment to

that'-goal and to energy conservation is `strong. As the Table on r

indidates, this transi-tion to primary reliance on solar .energy requir.

the' treative and extensive application of the range of sophistic-:ed solar

,

technologies' described in this-report.

The following sections-of tfiis rert discu

and policy questions related to the widespread'

y of the economic

ction of solar power.



CEQ ESTIMATES OF OLAR CONTRIBUTION TO U.S.

ENERGY S :PLY UND CONDITIONS OF

ACCE RATED D VELOPMENT

(Units: quads per yea of displaced fuel)a

%es

9,

Heating and Cooling
(Active and.Passive)

.

Thermal Electric

Intermediate Temperature
Systems

Photovoltaic Small

Biomass 1.3

'Mind d Small

Hydro2ower 3

Ocean Thermal-Energy None
',Conversion

1977

Small

None

None

.2000b 2020
b

2-4 5 -10

0-2 5:-10

2-5 5-15

2-8 10-30 9

3-5 5-10

4-8 - 8-12

4-6 4-6

1-3 5-16

'.-Total.U.S. energy demand in 1977 was 76 quads. Estimated total U.S.-energy
demand is from 80 to 120 quads for the year 2000 and from 70 to 140, quads
for the year 2020.

(a) A quad is,a quadrillion or 10
15

Btus. EleCtricity is converted to
equivalent fuel that would have to be burned at a power plant to
supply the same amount of power. The conversion rate used here is
10,000 Btu per kilowatt-hour.

(b) The estimates in these columns are not strictly additive. The
various solar electric technologies will be competing with one
another,-and their actual total contributions :0,11 be less than
the sum of their individual contributions.



Part II addresses the.recent encouraging progress in developing solar

technologies and advancing their economic feasibility. Part III reviews '

some recommendations that have been made foi'achTgiiing the. early introduc-
-

. -. ..' _C..J. .

tion and sustained application of solar-technology, These include

suggestions for Impi3Oving the fedeal solar energy.program.

.
.

7

.."

- 7
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II. Progress in-Solar Energy DevelOpment

,-°
Until recently, conventional wisdom insisted,that solar`techno31-

,..

giescould be a major source of energy only in the very long term. This

..

4view now is questioned increasingly'because of rapid advanceFin solar

development. Recent advances-include fresh scientific inRavations as

well as steady improvements in the technological and economic,ur-
.

formance of existing devices.
/

There has been particular progress in solai"hotrwater and space

1
_

heating. upptimism.also has grown. regarding other small scare, on-site

-
w

solar tfiergy devices, 'such as those capable of pmpviding both electrical

energy, and heat'fora building or mechanical power for an irrigation

17
pump. Within the last year alone, there have been many other encour-z

aging signs - =less costly

.structed; more effileil)prbcesses are being developed to convert

and more reliable wincills are being con-

organic materials to gaseous and liquid fuels; the number of solar -

heated houses has incte seedramatically; the cost of photovoltaic

'cells has dropped h ly;.and the development of small, solar-actuated

engines has progressed ubstantiLly.

ere is a short review of this progress and the status of the major

Solar alternatives.

A. Solar Thermal

The most straightforward way to tap the sun's energy is by col-

lecting it in the form ofheat. This can be done directly through'a

roof or windows, or with special collection equipment. Systems designed

to provide hot water and space heating for buildings are the principal

e*ampleS;-though there are other important applications, such as in



agricultural crop drying.

These are far Arom a new concept. In the.1940's, there 'were tens

of thousands of solar heat±pg systems in =try, chiefly in Florida:

: -

The advent of cheap natural gas Made them obsolete... Because the temper-
A

atures required by such solar heating systems are_re tively low, solara
collectors for them cad be comparatively simple.

Other uses of solar

electricity generation,

thermal energy -- for

and solar - actuated heat

require much higher iemperatuies.and more technologically -complex

example, space cooling,

engines, typically

collectors. We review below threeo'Cate'gories of solar'thermal systems.

They are di8tinguished chiefly by the-temperatures achieved

Solar Heating and Cooling - Of all the possible applitations of

solar energy, water heating and building space heating are the most

18
advanced and the most nearly economic. Generally, the so-called

"active" solar systems use flat trays called collectors which first trap

the sun's heat. The front of-each tray consists of a transparent

material-such as glass. Solar radiation passes through this material to

a black metal surface at the back where it is a1orbed. A fan or pump

circulates a fluid usually water or air ---zIrthroughthe hot collectors

removing the:heat.' The heat,may.be used immediately to-warm the

building or may be stored in rock; water, or some other substance for

:later use.
1. -

Solar collectors can also be used in combination with a heat pump.

By using the collectors to raise the temperature of theitutside source

from which the heat pump derives its heat, the pump's efficiency can be

substantially increased. This more efficient combination of

and pump can substantially reduce the need for supplementary

9/5

collectors

heat.

00

\.



Of"majoi. importance, too, are "passive" heating systems, which use

Irfghly energy- efficient.architectural designs to minimize the need for

conventional fuels or active solar system equipment. Such designs might.

include large windowed areas,facingsouth to take in winter sunshine,

with overhangs to keep out excessive heat in the summer. Other-features

f some passive systems are earth berms or reduced window surfaces

facing other directions to cut down heat losses in cold weather,

shutters,, spedial ceiling tiles, and other building materials.

Passive-systems,iWhich store heat in walls or floors, areLhighly

,-efficient therMally, and it is quite.fesible to cut heating fuel needs

in half or Alore..9 'A new experimental classroom ,buildin.g at the Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology, using only passive solar features,
....'.,

'l 1 20
is expecte&to derive 85.1S.eCent of its heating needs from the sun.

-Zn addition, passiye techniques typically addlittle to.the cost of
.

a house. They are reliable and consist of few, if any, moving parts.

Unfortunately, they normally cannot be added to existing buildings,

except at considerable cost.

Direct solar energy cooling systems work on a variety of prin-
..

"=4

ciples. Technological feaslbility of several designs has been demon-

.strated, but further development work is needed before the systems will

be economically competitive.

;- 'A numb r of-studies have concluded that on-site solar equipment can

now produce hot water for domestic use at costs competitive with elec-

trio water heaters in most parts of the country.
21

Based on life-cycle

economics, the Office of Technology Assessment also has estimated that

,by 1985, combined systems should be able to provide supplementary 'solar

' hot water and space heating for residential and commercial buildings at

- 10 ,
' 1



prices competitive with electrical heat.
22

OTA.fodnd further that solar

systems supplying all hot water and heating needs.for- large buildings

can be designed in the next three to fie years, and that such systems

could be competitive in several regions of the country.

Commercial development of solar space-heating aqd hot-water tech-

nology is progressing rapidly, in spite of currently marginal economics

when compared with natural gas and fuel oil.
23

'Solar systems are

available from almost 200 firms and the production of collector is"

1

increasing dramatisfilly. In 1976, It was more than 150 pe. ent above

the previous year. An even larger increase was anticip d for 1977.

The number of houses supplemented with solar energy has increased'from'

roughly 30 in 1973 to someWheredn the thousands today.. 1

A number cf projections have been made of the possible contribution

that solar heating could make to meeting:our energy needs
24

lbThe=

Stanford Research Ift*titute suggests that by the year 2000, solar heating

and hot-4.ater technology could lead to'fuel savings-of some 9 quads

per year in the residential and commercial sectors. This is. equivalent

-in energy content to about 4.4 million barrel's of oil per day or about

half of current imports. The report of a solar energy panel sponsored

jointly by the National Science Foundation and;the National Aeronautics

and.Space Administration estimates a pc,tentialcontribution of between

2 and 8 quads by the'turn of the century and between 10 and 23 quads

1y 2020. CEQ estimates energy' savings of between 2 and 4 quads by

2000, and between 5. and 10 by 2020 (see Table, p 6, ).

Since solar heating technologies are reasonably well understood,

the emphasis. of the Department of Eneigy (DOE) for active ,systems is on

Araeab,

11 -



demorration grants and market slevelopMent activities designed to

stimulate a large-scale manufacturing and installation capability. The

DOE is also preparing programc.klan designed to"give a boost to the,
development and'use of passii&

25
soiar systems. 'The progr.4m.is expected

to include a "passive initiative" which would involvedemonstration

GE a large number.of paSsive solar design n,tesidential dwellings.
26

Other efforts include disseminating infofiation and_developingstandards

for equipment.

High Temperature Applications --Solar thermal energy also

can be 'used to produce high temperature steam to generate electricity

Several systems are under development, but mostof the research effort

27
has gone 1Sto" what'is kfloWn as the "power tower. Under- cUrrent

.

/

- designs, thousands of large, steerable mirror (called heliostats) will

be'arrayed over an area of several equare kilometers. The mirrors will
1

<

track the sun and focus its light dntensIvely on a central boiler,
(

..-
mounted on a tower several\ifundr.ed mitetsabdve the ground.

.

---
,

,The absorbed energy can be used to generate steam for a-,conventional
..."

utility turbine or for industrial processing. Projected sizes of feasi-
.

.ble systems range from 100-kilowatt electric (KW ) to 100-megawatt

electric (MWe), depending on tower height and the heliostat field

layout.

System design studies nearing completion have found no major

technical problems with this approach,'and cost estimates indicate that
e9

with mass production, power tower economics should be-comparable to

those of other emerging solar technologie .

28

The power tower is being developed in a number of stages beginning

with a 5-megawatt thermal test facility due to be completed in 1978.

-

18



-The Department of Energy also plans to begin

MWe pilot plant. This:is to be foillbwed a

construction soon of .a 10-

demonstration plant in,the

.
mid-1980's with"the most efficient size At to be determined.

One concept under active consideration is to design the- solar -tower

boiler so it will fit as a replaement bbilers in existing, con-
,

ventional oil- or gas-fired eledtric power plants. .Such 'Irepowering" of

1
present plants could permit neat cost savings for utilities through

continued use of their investments in buildings, turbinea, and other

equipment.

The potential capacity that solar thermal electric plants could

ci

displacehas been estimated at 40,000 MWe by the,turn of the century,

contributing-about 1.4 quads of energy Eventually, it is estimated,

they could -meet 20-30% of the Nation's -electricity needs.. CEQ

estimates' solar thermal plants could contribute 0 tk 2 quads by 2000

'and perhaps '5 -10 quads.by 2020 (see Table p.6-).

Intermediate-Temperature Systems -'Most federal

29

funding has gone

either to low:temperature systems for solar heating and cooling or to

30
high-temperature systems for steam generation as in the power tower..-
Anot r area with great po,tential between now and the year 2000 is the

It
-

.intermediate-tempeature system for industrial steam, heat enginbs, .and

'community -scale energy needs'.,

Several types of solar collectors, using tracking mirrors less

sophisticated than thoSe of the power tower, are now being made in the

-4101g

U.S.
31 These systems can convert sunlight dheat in a temperature

,range higher than the 212°F limit of un-pressurized flaeplate col-
.

lectors but less than the roughly 900°F achievable with,tqwer-type

° kldostats.



The potential market for intermediate systems is very 1Srge.- It

inclddes ptocess heat for many industries such as chemicals, textiles,

and food prOcessing. About one -third of this industrial heat is used at

temperatures below_ 600°F, and a recent federal study estimated that by

, 2000 solar technology could be used to replace about 7-5 quads of

fossil fuel inow used for this purpos
32

This is equivalent,in energy _

.content to about 3.5 million barrels of oil per day. CEQ estimates

1 the contribution of'intermediate-temperature systemsat 2-5 quads.by

the year 2000, and 5-15 quads by,2020 (see Table, p.6).
J

:Another promising intermediate-tempematute application-is the

small, solar-powered heat engine. This type of'engine can be used to

Operate electrical generatorg, compressors for air conditioners,. and

water pumps. While Ametican designs for such'engines have been charac-

,
terized as "archaic," European firms have developed fairly advanced

systems.
33

IntereSt is increasing in -this country -end a number of U.S.

firms now produceand sell prototype engines,
34

One major use for solar engines could be to power irrigation pumps.

More, than 300,000 irrIgationypumps are employed in the western United

- States -- at an energy cost of over $700 million per year. Operation of
. .

the nation's. first sent solar heat-engine irrigation facility began in

35107. Although the.38-KW system, baged on focusing'colleators, is

not currently competitive, sub-stantidl cost reductions appear possible.

%
The price of the heat engine for theiirrigaiion'project was $5 0,000, but

the Battelle Memorlal Institute estimates:thatrwith mass production,

this could be lowered to $3,000 or less.
36



'T

If 10,000 to 20,000 small heat engines were manufactured each year,

it is estimated that the cost could drop to $200 to $300 per peak KW.
37

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory believes that units produced on the scale

used in the-aut-0-10ustry could cost about $40 per KWe.
38

H
Perhaps the

energy" syste's,

most pranising future-belongs to integrated or "total

in which intermediate-temperature technologies are Used'

to ectricity and heat on a factory or community scale.
39

The

Department of Energy !already has approved a Shenladoah,_Georgia, project

which by 1981 is expected to produce electricity, process steam, heating;

and' Coolingifor a textile factory employing 15.0 people.. Community-scale

solat thermal electric systems, 'by using waste heat for industrial steam

or for residential` and commercial heating and cooling, could combine the

benefits of decentralization-wdth greater-freedom in siting housing

Also;- a recent program started by the Department of Energy at'the

Jet Ptopulsion.Lab is investigating the use of high-performance solar

reflectOrs coupled with small heat engines to provide electricity for

4small communities.
40 Power output would be in the 1- to 50- MWe range.

If they become commercially attractive, these systems could also provide

high-temperature (up to l800PF)industrial heat.. There is promise that

such smaller,' modular systems might even be competitive with large,

central power Plants. DOE's Sandia Laboratory is now testing systems

Which could provide solar-energy on a community scale for everything

from electricity and industrial process heat to hot water'for residential

use.
41-- small-community power plant is scheduled for start -up

in about 5 years somewhere in the Southwest.



B.. Photovoltaic Solar Cells

Photovoltaic cells simply but remarkatlyconvert sunlight directly

into electricity. Most of thecells manufactured today are thin wafers,

containing semiconducting materials, that produce a tiny current of

electricity when the sunlight strikes them. With :many cells arrayed

together, significant amounts of electricity care be generated.

7)1

s-a

It is possibl to fabricate many different types of solar cells.
42

4

Ir/PThe most wide used variety is made from silicon, one of the earth's

most abundant elemelits. Solar-cells have many advantages, They are

plagued by no tricky maintenance problems and no direct pollution. They

have gfeat reliability and dilrability.

AnIer significant feature is that few economies of scale are

realized by increasing'the size of photovoltaic cell arrays. Thus the

arrays are well-suited for small-scale, deNntralized uses. 1This can

-obviate the need for transmission and other investments, and can facili-
,,

,

tate combinations with other technologies.

The technical-feasibility of uti zing,photovoltaic cells is well

ablished7; .Since the_1950's, they have powered space satellites and

provided electiicity to remote locations. The major obstacle to their

widespread use has been their high cost. If cell arrays are to be

generally competitive as a source of electric power, unit prices must

drop roughly 90 percent. Even further economies will be needed before

central power stations are economically feasible.
43

Substantial cost
/

,

reductions already.have been achieved, however, and there appear to be
7

no fundamental barriers to further progress. Just a few years ago,

solar cells manufactured for use in space cost 50 times more than those

now being produced for terrestrial applications.
44
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Silicon solar cells having a peak sunlight-to-electricity con-

version efficiencylof about 13 percent are now commercially available at*
a piice of $12 per peak watt. However, prices are still dropping

rapidly. Reductions to about $1 to $2 per peak watt are possible as

early as 1980.
45 By the mid-1980's, a cost of $0.50 per peak watt

appears possible,. either through continued progress with silicon cells

or through rapid advances in competing photovoltaic tecpnologies. At

this-tost,-on -site photovoltaic power should be competitive for many

'applications.

Photovoltaic systgms which use mirrors or lenses to copteiltrate a

large area of sunlight onto solar cells are also rec wing increasing

attention due to their cost-cutting potential. Cells designed for a

.100-fold increase in light energy intensity do not cost appreciably more

than conventional cells, but generate 100 times more power. Indeed, the

cost of the sunlight concentrators rapidly becomes tkdominating factor..

The successful bid for the_largest photovoltaic facility yet planned

came in at less than half the price for non-concentrating silicon cellS.

Photovoltaic, arrays using concentrators will be provided at $4.75 to

$5.75 per peak watt, with deliveries starting May 19/40.
46

* The costs and power output of solar cells are frequently cited in

terms of "peak watt" which represents the maximum output of the cell
achieved under the bright sunlight conditions that prevail around noon-

time. The average power from solar cells over the period of a day is

of course less than the peak value.



Concentrating systems offer the additional possibility of supplying

heat as well as electricity. In such "total energy systems," sunlight

not converted into electricity can be collected from the cells and used

tut to help meet a building's hot water and space heating 4eeds.

Newmaterials, such as galliuM arsenide, for solar cells are also being

being investigated and their conversion efficiencies may be as high as 30

to 50 percent compared with the 13 percent fOr silicon cells. Able to

tolerate higher temperatures than silicon, these materials include both

multiple-junction cells and a thermophotovoltaic cell being developed at

Stanford.
47

The use.of thin-41m technology offers another promising approach'

to photovoltaic cells. In principle, large areas of extremely-,thin

layers of photovoltaic material- could be inexpensively, formed by chemi-

cal deposition or spray techniques. Developments along 'these lines could

lead to"dramatic savings in both material and manufacturing costs.

While the efficiency of the only commercially available cells of this

type is less than 5 percent, experimental cells have shown laboratory

efficiencies greater than 10 percent. 48

The range of technical options under investigation, coupled with
*

the documented tend of sharply decreasing prices, provides a strong

Argument that photovoltaic technology can be made economically com-

petitive in the foreseeable future, perhaps within a decade.
49

The

Department of Energy is developing a newprogram for.photovoltaic cell

R&D. A February 1978 plan set a target date of 1986 for-attaining the

goal of a competitive price for photovoltaics of $0.50 per peak watt
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1a75 dollars) and an annual production rate of 500 peak MWe.50

By 199Q, DOE hopes to achieve a price reduction to.within a ranke_of

$0.10 to. $0.30 per peak watt (1975 dollars), which would lead to elec-
.

tricity costs of $0.04 to $0.06 per kilowatt-hour. Since current

electricity costs are in the range of $0.03-$0.06, this should make

photovoltaic systems economically competitive with other energy sources

for central power generation as well as for dispersed, on-site appli-

cations.

If the DOE price and production goals are realized, installed

capadity by the turn of the century could reach 75,000 peak MWe. This

would lead to.a full savings in the -year 2000 on the order of a quad. ".

CEQ'sestimate for the photovolraic contribution is between 2 and 8

quads by 2000, and by 2020, 10 to 30 quads (See Table p:6).

C. Biomass
N.

Next to hydropower, biomass is the largest source of commercial

solar energy in use in the United States. About 1.3 quads per year,

or about,t1.7 percent of the Nation's energy, Is now supplied by bio-

.

fuels.
51 Today's economically competitive uses include electric power

generation using sugarcane residues in'Hawaii and wood residues in

Oregon, proceSs steam, generation from wood and pulp residues at paper .

mills scattered across the country, and the direct combustion of fuel

wood to provide space heat for homes.
52

Biofuels are fuels derived directly or indirectly from non -ossil

plant material. They can be solid (e.g., wood or crop wastes),, liquid

(e.g., alcohols), or gaseous (e.g., methane or synthesis gas). Bio-

fuels can be produced either from organic wastes, such as municipal

and agricultural wastes, or from fuel crops -- plants grown specifically



to produce energy.

Fuel crops are potentially eke largest source of biofuels, but .

energy is not as valuable a crop as_food or fibers and cannot compete

for prime land.53 he development of "energy plantations"-to generate
o

electricity's turning trees or some other energy crop on a sustainable

basis has nonetheless received serious consideration.
54

The cultivation

of marine or freshwater biomass offers another possibility. With marine

biomass, for example, - kelp plants would be attached to subsurface .cable

networks to form moored or floating rafts.
55

Adaptive biomass system-
-

0

that can make multiple outputs available'(e.g., food, chemicals, fuels,
,/ , , ._

fibers) in response to demand changes should be able.tcireduce the

ultimate cost of energy delivered to the consumer.
56

The terrestrialLbiomass'resource is quite large.
*57

On a worldwide

Basis, nedforest p",i5ductivity exceeds annual-consumption of fossil
4

fuels, though compailJtively little is actually usedfor'fuel. Total

annual world biomass pltduction exceedathe present global energy

demands by more than a factor.of 10. In the United States, annual

biomass production for food, lumber, paper, and fiber is estimated to be

about 25 percent of our current. energy demand, a surprisingly large

figure.
58

Much of this material, however, must be regarded as a premium

resource that is rather limited for fuel applications.

The biomass resource could increase dramatically with the develop-

ment of plants with more efficient mechanisms for converting sunlight

* Although the energy potential for marine biomass is enormous, many
env1ronmental and ocean-engineering questions remain to be answered'
befOre its potential can be fully assessed.
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into biomass.
59

'The resources could also be e3ftended throtigh improved

conversion techniques. For example, if direct solar energy were used to

help provide heat needed for'thermochemical conversion,, the efficiency

of the overall process could be greatly increased.
6

It would be difficult to overstate the importance of the biomass

option. At present there are vei limited technological alternatives to

fossil fuel-based liquid-fuels for ground transportation. In the

11
.
absence of major breakthroughs in the development o atteries or

inorganic liquid fuels, biomass offers the most practicable-solar-based

alternative for powering trucks, buses, and automobiles:-:

A number of estimates -are available of the'potential contribution

1
that biomass.could make to meeting our energy needs.

6 The solar-

Resources Group of the Committee on Nuclear and Alternative-Energy

Systems (.CONAES) calculates tat 8.0 qugds of biomass could be annually

available by 2000, and 9.9 quads by 2010, The Stanford Research In-

stitute ,estimates that under optimistic conditions 5.0 quads could b

usedPby 2000 and 11.0 quads by 2020. CEQ considers a maximum terrestrial

biomass contribution° of 3 to 5 quads per year achievable by 2000 (see

Table p..6 )..

a

The present DOE bioMass program involves research in a number of

areas. Research and devel6Pment activities include work on anaerobic

digestion, the production of alcohol by fermentation thermochemical

conversion

collection

62'
rate. ,,,..-

ofwoodtooil,andloweringthecostspftheproduction and

-,

of biomass. New developments are occurring at an accelerating
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D. Wind Energy Conversion

A-resurOtice of interest is occurring A wind energy, an already

we/II-developed tecimology. Botil'private and public funds are being

irVvested to improve windmills which in .the,_12.e.r future promise to

gOnerate electricity at costs comparable to those of conventional-power

-pliants. Both small (kilowatt-sized) and large (megawatt-sized) machines

halve the potential. for _marked cost reductiomd through mass production.

The rate at which wind energy can be introduced into the economy

depends heavilyon the 'results of current R&D programs and on subsequent

commercialization efforts. The wind potential of the nation, excluding

offshore regions, has_t,een estimated to-lie between 1 and 2 trillion

64 y comparison, totalkilowatt-hours (KWh) per year. U.S. consumption

f electricity in 1976 was about 2 trillion KWh.

r
concluded that, under conditions of rapid implementation, an electrical-

Several studies have

output of between 0.5 and 1.0 trillion KWh coul& be achieved by the

turn of the century.
65 This is equivalent to A savings of 5 to 10

quads of fuel. CEO estimates a possible contribution of 4 to 8 quads

by 2000 (0.4,i0 0: trillion KWh) .and 8 .t_o 12 quads by 2020 (0.8 to 1.2

tril-lion ZWh) . 7(see Table P.6 )

A number of small machines for producing electricity already are on

the market. Machines sized at 2 and 3 We are being. sold as rehon-

66
ditioned units for $1,000 to $1,800' per KWe. . Somewhat larger machines

(15 to 30 KWe) are becoming available at comparable unit costs. As a

substantial market develops, tljelmAss production of small-scale wind-

mills should lead to significantly lower costs.



Large windmills are being developed by both the Department of

EnergY-and private industry..
67 A 100-KWe machine has been undergoing

`tests for more _than a year near Sandusky, Ohio. In January 1978, a

200-KWe wind turbine began genetating electric power for-Clayton, New.
.0

Mexico. During 1978, two sirgilar machines will be constructed, one in

Puerto Rico and the other on Block Island, Rhode Island. The'-objective

of the nec phase in the largewindmill program is the construction of a

2-MWe windmill with a rotor 200 feet in diameter. The largest of the

series, with a rotor 300 feet in diameter, is scheduled to be built in

late 1979 at a cost of $10 million. Private companies are also in-'

stalling large turbines, reportedly at costs lower than those of

governmentsponsored machines.
68

DOE is studying windmill designs, differeht from thehorizontal-

axis type, which may have technical and economic advantages.
69

One

concept being developed is the vertical-axis wind turbine; A 55-foot

diameter Darrieus rotor, with blades shaped .like ah eggbeater, began

operation'in mid-1977. In a 22-mph wind, this machine produces 30

kilowatts of electrical power. .During fiscal 78, studies will examine

how the design might be improved to reduce costs and permit mass pro-

duction.

DOE has also begun testing six commercially available, small

windmills, with contracts being issued for the development of 40-, 8-,

and l-KWe machines: A proposal also has been made 1g0 the Bureau of

Reclamation which involves the demonstation of a significant number of

wind energy systems integrated into federal hydroelectric systems.
70



A .recent report prepared or
fo=-d DOE _recommends a substantially expanded

program speed_the widespread use of wind ene'rgY.
71

E.. -s5cale

Generating electricivy from Small dams is by no means a new idea,
. _

of course. But like some other outmoded or stagnant technologies, this
ts.

0Aion now is attracting eneWed interest -because of-the high price of

oil and other fuels. ,2

A re cent report estates that more than 14,000 megawatts electric

of untapped hydropotq vential,er-po exists at small sites 3- to

1.5.7e across the United States. 73
At some of these sites, dams already

exist; that is needed is installation of electric generating

facilities. In New tnsiald, for example, 112 hydro sites have been

abandoned since 1941 becaa
1

other sources of power became morese

,

eco-
.

moaic. many. have 1.19 regained economic viability -/4 In addition to the

sites, A.;,potential of f these small -,L esvimated 14,000 Mtge is aA;ailable:in
.1.,

unfilled generation bays at existing dam sites of more than 5 MWe.75

projections of capital cos-vs to utilize thes range from $300 to6 sites ran

$1200 per installed kilowatt' depending on the location and on whether-

dais and other facilities are already in Place.
76

The maximum ad-

,

ditional capacity Potential-1Y available by upgrading and expanding

existing hydropower dms and by adding hydropower
---,-

facilities to all

existing large and small do-ms is estimated- to be 54,600 We. 77
This

added capacity would .t.lpply.the equivalent of about 2.5 quads per year

of energy. The CEQ estimate for this increment is between 1 and 3 quads

to 6. quad total when combinedper Year -(4 with existing dams.)..
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7

competing small-scale hydroelectric power facilities, althOugh several,

at least, have expressed interest, offering to buy electricity from'dam

owners at.rates that approximate the fuel costs of their own, plants.
78

The-DOE has developed a program to determine the feasibility of installing

or developing hydroeleCiric facilities at a variety of small dam sites

throughout the cuntry.
79

Electric utilities.geherally have been hostile to proposals for

d

F. Ocean Thermal Energy Conv rsion

.

In many parts of the tropical oceans, there-are considerable

temperature differences -- as much as,40°F between the surface waters

andthe cold waters lying
4k

,

ConVersion (OTEC) systems

turbines which then drive

up to 3,000 feet below. Ocean Thermal Energy

exploit these temperature differences to operate"---

electric genetators.
80

Tn the so-called "closed-cycle" systems p?esently under- development,

warm surface water passes through heat exchangers tq evapotate ammonia.

-

The ammonia is run through a turbine generator and is condensed byycOld'

water brought up from ha ow. The electric power produced by floating OTEC

machines would either be brought ashore using underwater cables, or used

at sea to produce fertilizers, aluminum,:br other energy-intensive
f

products.

The size'of the renewable OTEC resource base available to the U.S.

is not yet well determined, but the maximum amount might be determined

by ecological or other considerations, such as the need to prevent, any

possible climate changes or alterations in ocean-flow patterns. The

Department of Energy has identified several areas in the Gulf of Mexico

where total installed OTEC capacity couib. reach 200 to 600 thousand MWe
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81
(500 to 1500 'plants). If this many units were finally installed and

operated on a bgse-load basis, they would generate 1.5 to 4 trillion KWh

per year,, the larger figure being,abodt twice total U.S. electricity

consumption today. This world supply the equivalent"of between 15 and

40 quads of energy annually. The CONAES Solar Research Group has estimated

the maximum OTEC ,contribution at 1.6 qUgds by 2000 and 3.9 quads by 2010.82
4°.,

CEQ estimates the maximum contribution at between 1 and 3 quads by 2000,

and'between 5 and 10 by 2020.

The federal program fof developing OTEC power systems calls for the

t

const uction of progressively larger experimental machines,,ending with the

demonstration of a 100-MWe unit by the mid-1980's. During fiscalyear 1979,

a 141We engineering test facility, designated OTEC-1,' is to be built. Later,
A

two distinctly different 10-MWe experimental machines are planned to

- demoristrate.the overall feasibility of full-scale Units."

Among the major engineering obstacles to be overcome in the development

of e'Conomic OTEC machines.are designing and constructing large heat, exchangers,

controlling of "biofouling", preventing corrosion, and designing and building

a 3,000-foot cold-water pipe. According to DOE, however, there has been

recent encouraging progress in demonstrating very efficient heat exchangers

and in solving the related problem of slime control. 83

In addition to the possibilify of climal4 impacts and altered

ocean-flow patterns, several environmental questions need resolution. 84.

They relate to potential' toxic effects from corrosion and loss of metals.

and ;r..om the'use of biocides and other chemicals that might be released

into the ocean's during plant operations. Also, marine life from both

_ surface and deep waters will be subjected to changes in pressure and



temperature, and to different levels of turbidity, salinity, light, and

oxygen. The consequences of these changes are not well understood at this

time.,

G. Other Renewable Technologies

There are other fenewable energy technologies under development which .

we have not reviewed here. These include tidal power,- wave-'power, and the

placement of large photovoltaic arrays in space from which electricity would

be beamed back to earth using microwaves (Satellite Solar Power Station).

The technological and resource uncertainties affecting these.applications

are sufficiently great at this time that we haVe not intluded them within

this report. This is not to imply, hOwever, that further research hand
. .

development will not show them to be viable.sotrces 'of substantial amounts

. .

*, of energy some time in the future.

H. Energy Storage

The. availability of inexpensive and reliable methods for storing energy

would greatly facilitate the development of a solar economy.
85

It would

broaden the range of solar applications, improve the economics of.solar

technologies, and reduce the need for conventlAaal fossil fuels as backup.

The most critical storage needs are in transportation; heating and Cooling

of buildings, industrial processing, and

, Lowering the manufacturing costs of

.flat plate collectors, while certainly necessary, will not in itself_

electric power R.Foduction.

photocells, wind turbines, and.

guarantee technical and economic viability. The intermittent nature of

the solar resource-and the consequent need for reliable storage systems,

must be fully recogniied and planned for.
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.There are numerous waysto store energy. They range from*.gtraight-

forward thermal storage in water to electrical storage using large,

superconducting magnets. The most important techniques now under development

include batteries and other electrochemical processes, as'well as chemical

-'and therMal technologies,and mechanical and magnetic storage,sy$tems.

In its energy storage program, the Department of Energy is supporting

the parallel development of several options for each end use needing storage.
86

For ground transportation, it is working on imp'rovea,batteriles of varied

designs for use in-electric vehicles in the early 1980's. These vehicles

have the obvious advantages of emitting no direct air pollution and of

being compatible with emerging solar technologies such as photovoltaics

and wind turbines. The overall program goals are to develop batteries of

high energy density five times Present values and high power (twice present

values) at a third of present costs. To gain experience and encourage the

use of electric vehicles, DOE plans to order 400 of them in 1978, 600 in

1979, and 1,700 in 1980. A total of 7,500 vehicles are scheduled to be

ordered through 1984.
r.

Batteries,.of course, also have a wide variety of stationary uses.

Photovoltaic and wind. systems,- whether in centralized or-on-site applications,

will need the kind of energy s_torage for which batteries are well-suited.

Energy from solar cqllection systems also caafe be stored by using

several thermal or thermochemical technologies.' TherMal storage for heating

buildings, using either water or rocks as the storage medium, is well- advanced.

A large-scale demonstration of seasonal thermal storage for the JFK Airport

87in New York was proposed recently. It would use an underground aquifer as

the storage medium. During the winter, water from the aquifer would be chilled
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by existing 'cooling towers -and later used to reduce summer air conditioning'

Other thermal...storage systems under development utilize chemicals

such.as sodium hydbrxide, whose phase'change liberates or absorbs substantial

amounts of heat.

Hydrogen offers another promising means fOr storing energy-for -bot

transportation and stationary uses. one development of metal_hydrideg

allows the safe storage of hydrogen at ambient temperatures. The iedhnical;

feasibility of using hydrogen as an "energy carrier".in buildings, planes,

vehicles, aaa domestic appliances already has been demonstrated. The use

,"of hydrogen in fuel cells-to generate electricity offers an,especially

attractive on-site application because of the possibility of recovering the

waste heat.to Aelp meet hot-water and space-heating needs. The principal

remaining obstacles to widespread use of hydrogen are its high production

costs and its tendency to embrittle pipes during transmission and distribution

A-variety of mechanical energy storage systems are being investigated 'by

from fiber filamentsCandlepoxy are being developed' iDOE.
88

Flywheels

for both vehicle and utility usage. The.Department plans to initiate the

.large-scale demonstration of automotive flywheels by. 1W. DOE' 'S Lawrence

-Livermore Laboratory Is overseeing the development of regenerative-braking

#
systems for use in Postal Department battery-flywheel hybt'id vehicles.

Other technologies for storing energy, primarily for utility

application, include underground .compressed; air, underground pumped-storage,-

yd stiDerconducting magnetic storage. fh the compresSed air'energy storage

program, air is forced into a large underground cavern and the energy later

recovered through the operation of gas turbines. Such a system has just

started operation in West.Germany. Similarly, water can be pumped-to the :



surface from a large manmade or natural'undrground reservoir and then'

allowed to return, through turbines, during peak demand periods. DOE

plans to demonstrate such a system in the late 1980's. Finally, electrical

energy can be stored very efficiently in the magnetic field of a super-
.

conducting magnet. Preliminary' work indicates that the optimal storage

size for such a system' would be

the latter,figure,equivalent to

plant over 10 hours.
89

in,fthe 1-million to 10-million KWh range,

the output ofea large, 1,000 -MWe Oiwer

0
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III. Solar Strategy: Getting There From Here

A strong case can be made that a national commitment in the 1950's

to develop solar technology -- comparable to the one made to-develop

nuclear power -- would have led to the widespread economic feasibility

of solar energy today. Because of the long lead times necessary to

pefect energy producing and consuming technologies, major decisions

must -be made today if solar energy is to be available as our primary

replacement source for tomorrow.

In recent months, a variety of suggestions have been offered to

stimulate the federal effort to promote solar energy. They range from a

shift in research priorities to larger tax 'credits, and from increased

incentives for local governments to .a vast effort, reminiscent .of the

Marshall Plan, to aid less-developed countries in tapping the rich energy

output of the sun.

Following is a,- review of the possibilities, divided into five

categories.

A. Expand Fi ;ancial Incentives and Eliminate Institutional Barriers

The National Energy Plan (NEP) recognized that the nation's' ability
u

to sustain economic growth beyond the year 2000 depends largely on the

development-of renewable and essentially inexhaustible sources of energy.
90

The NEP contained a number of important financial and institutional

provisions to encourage the application of solar energy. Among the

measures approved by the House-Senate conferees are the following:
91

.12

Tax credits for the purchase of solar- or wind-
powered hot-water and space-heating technology
-for residential application. These credits would
start at 30 percent of the first $2000 and 20
percent of the, next $8000 for a maximum credit of
$2200. The credit would apply to qualifying solar
equipment through December 31, 1985.
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- Subsidized interest rates for loans for solar heating,
hot water, and cooling equipment. In addition, the
limits on Federal mortgage insurance would be increased
by 20 percent where solar equipment is installed. Also,
solar heating systems, both "active" and "passive" would .be
included as eligible improvements for federal home
improvement loans.

The authorization of $98 million for the purpose
of photovoltaic cells byothe federal government
'over a three-year period.

- The authorization of $100 million for the purchase
and installation of solar heating and cooling equipment
in federal buildings over a three-year period.

A provision requiring state public utility commissions
to forbid, where "appropriate," utilitY:rate structures
that discriminate against solar and other renewable
energy sources.

1

Additionl measures have been suggested to spur the introduction-of

solar technology into the marketplace. r example, analyses of the NEP

by the Office of Technology Assessment and the General Accounting Office,,,

noted these further possibilities:
92

- Provide additional incentives to install solar
heating equipment in new homes, beyond the. tax
credits already proposed.

- Require that all new buildings be sfr cturally
comp-itible with, and properly oriented for, the
later installation of solar equipment.

Increase loans for small businesses ,to encourage
the use of solar heating and cooling equipment.

- Guarantee loans on solar installations for nonprofit
Organizations.

- Require consideration of, solar technology in federal
and state blinding programs.

- Provide matching grants, revenue sharing, or other
incentives to states and localities for plans which
emphasize'renewable energy sources.

Develop a more detailed program for equipment
certification and installation, and for the legal'
protection of "sun rights."
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- Review utility rate structures for their effects
on solar installations and make appropriate changes.

- Designate the Federal National Mortgage.Association
as a buyer.of loans for the installation of solar
equipment, and generally provide easier access to the
loan market, for solar technology purchasers.

- Explore the possibility of using the many federal
grant programs in HUD; HEW, DOA, and other agencies
to encourage solar development.

- Develop addition4l incentives to speed the introduction
of solar technology into the agriculture' sector (e.g.,
authorize. he-REA to subsidize solar systems the way
distribut n. lines have been subsidized).

On March 13, 1978, nembers of the Congressional Solar Coalition

(comprised of about 70 Representatives and Senators) introduded a number

of bills and resolutions to encourage the use of 'Aar technology. Among

them weie the following:
I

-The Solar Energy Bank Act. Would establish a
a $5 billion revolving fund to provide long-term, I
the purchase and installation of solar energy syst
residential buildings.

.*)lar Energy Bank with
-interest loans for
in commercial and

-. -World Energy Conference Resolution. Calls for a conference to
establish .an International Alternative Energy Commission to facilitate

the transfer among nations of alternate-energy information.

-Foreign Mission Solar Energy Demonstration Act. Would authorize
the demonstration of solar technologies on U.S.. diplomatic, buildings in

other countries.
-*

-Establishment of Renewable Energy Program with LDCs. Would direct

the Secretary of DOE to assist the Agency for International Development in
its energy programs, with special emphasis on renewable resdxrces in less

developed countries (LDCO. --

-
-OTA Future Energy Study. Would direct the Office of Technology

Assessment to study the poten0.al for U.S. to convert to solar energy.,
Feasibility of solar meeting 15%,_30%, and 45% of all Ul.S. energy needs
by the year 2000 would be examined.

-Solar and the Small Business Administration. Would amend the Small
Business Act to provide loans to solar and energy conservation companies.
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-The Solar Energy-Transition Act. This would direct DOE to seek
conversion of Federal facilities to solar energy.: 1 percent by 1981; 5
percent by 1985; 30 percent by 2000.

Another recently offered proposaf would require that solar alternatives

be rigorously investigated and, where feasible, preferred whenever,a new
,

central-station fossil or nuclear power plant is proposed.
93

B. Adopt Needed Changes in the Federal Solar Research and Development

Program

A number of suggestions have been made for improving the federal

government's research, development, and demonstration program for solar
94

energy:

* Some observers argue that the overall leVeLof:support for solar
4

eniagy is not based on a careful review of its potential contribUtions and

benefits. Funding and staffing are said to be too modest when measured by

the impacts solar could make in meeting the nation's energy needs.

* Priorities within the solar program are said to be seriously in

need of reexamination. Critics claim there is little correlation between.

budget Axpenditures and the estimated contributions or estimated needs of

various developing solar technologies.

* The solar program has been criticized for enphasizing large-scale

solar technology to the detriment of smaller-scale and on-site applications..

Big facilities, big expenditures, and multidecade development programs have.

all 'characterized the U.S. effort. Yetvsmaller systemsCan be developed

and tested within much shorter times, and they may mve to'be the most .

cost-effective in the long run.



Research i's said to be too skimpy in a number of areas, including

those essential to on-site solar facilities.'~ For example, -in the DOE research

program there appeais to be insufficient attention given to solar-actuated

heat engines, with little developient _work relevant to Small solar devices.
.

Other technologies for which additiOnal research appears to be of high

priority: community-si40.systems, small windmills, passive solar hea4i14:
trV

an' cooling-systems, and on-siteIhotovoltaic total energy systems..

In general, it is argued thatmore attention should be paid to

determining the optimum ,scale of each solar technology under development,

judging by its pOtential and by its technological and, other limitations.

, For example, many xperts.have concluded that, when measured by the

potential size of the resource and the importance of liquid fuels to the

--"'e-conomy, the federal. biomass program.is too limited in both funding and

overall scope:

A recent report of bid- energy specialists concluded that even under

optimistic conditions, the existing federal research and development program.

the year 2000 would increase the use of biomass by no ore than the
. .

equivalent of 250,000 barrels of oil per day, 'about 1.4 percent of present

AS. oil 'demand. They also concluded that a more aggressive program couid

lead to many times this amount. The report recommended that an intensified

,national biomass energy effort be promptly deVeloped-and impleMented. ,In

addition to more research and development,'a greater effort is required to

understand the possible-adverse environmental Impacts of.increased biomass
_m

production on both terrestrial and oceanic ecosystems.

A similar need has been expressed .for a more forthright initiative

to develop wind power. For example, it has been suggested that the

Department of Energy develop a wind program along the lines of its hydro-



electric pqweryrogram by constructing thousanclp of megewatt-sCale

windmills on. the Great Plains:to provide electricity for irrigatiOn and

for midwestern cities.

Another proposal is that'DOE foster a demonstration program for

solar electric technologies similar tothose for solar hot water and

space heating.

)Finally, a 'number of observers have,said that increased attention

should be focUSed on methods for integrating solar technologies into 1.7.

existing energy supply systems.

C. Institute Price Reform f6i Competing Fuels .

An important barrier to the introduction ofA.p*ar energy is the

artifically low pricing of competing fuels. In the past, consumersof

oil, coal, and gas have been subsidized through systems of price controls

and through unpaid environmental and national security costs. Prices of

. .

oii.and,gaS, artifically controlled at less than replacement values; have

lea to excessive overall energy consumptiOn and waste. They also have

_ resulted in: market distortion's among competing fuels. These points arc'

clearly recogniteed in-the National Energy Plan, in which replacement-cost-
95

pri6ing is one of the fundamental principles.

However, remaining, subsidies and related advantages for nonrenewable

energy sources militate against the use of solar,technologies.' They'

include a number of tax subsidies and credits for energy producers and
NC-

reduced - premium insurance.program:fot the
.

owners'.of .nuclear power pla:nts;

as'well as the pricing of energT:at,levelS lesS than replacement costs.

ok
Alba-dins to one_analyst, without this full range of subsidies, solar

space and water heating In:Southern Califo rnia would be' competitive with,



or less expensive than, Alaskan natural gas or nuclear-power by 1985. With

existing subsidies, howeVer, the costs for a homeowner using solar will be

about. $150 -per year more than If he used-Alaskan- gas.96 More difficult to

quantify are those unpaid costs. that takd the fm of risks to the global

climate from burning fossil fuels and to the national security from the

reliance on imported oil and gas and the read of nuclear technology.

In the case.of electricity, existing utility rate structures

usually reflect average costs of all power presently generated rather than

the higher, incremental costs of electricity from new power plants. The

adoptidn f-incremental (i.e., replacement) cost pricing by state public

utility commissions would give consumers-more accurate signals about the

rising cost of new energy supplies. ThiS, in turn, would make conservation

measures and solar energy technology more economically attractive..

But solar evipment faces' other market-disadvantages even when compared

to accurately priced energy from new electric power' plants. Utilities are

able to finance new plants at lower borrowing rates and better terms tha

..
. .

those available to homeowners. Power plants enjoy-tax-reducing benefits.not

available to homeowners, such as investment tax credits and the option-to 'i?

depreciate capital investments. In order to partially offset thesefactors,

the-National-Energy Plan has proposed tax credits for residential consumers

who install-solar heating and hot water equipment.

To the extent that continued efforts are made to price competing fuels

faiily, taking into-account environmental and security risks as well as
,

Purely economic factors, the inherent competitive advantages of solar energy

will be made clearer and it will become an attractive option sooner.
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D. D the Solar market i -able in Le as-Develo ed Countrieseveici
Ava

An aggressive U.s, program to assist in the dePfoYment of solar

techr?,ologies in developing cc"Int11-s-could directly help those counties

meet their energy, food, aX deve lopment'neect. At the same. time, it

could assist the growth of A sufficiently large world market for solar

equiPment to justlfNploass product10 the U.S. and elsewhere, with

consequent cost reduct _for
ions, everyone-

97

4

Por exaToPle, same have
suggested a dramatic, multibillion-dollar aid

these c6atries,as the cornerstoneProgram). to bring solar tech to

°f U.S. efforts to assist wor-d s poor, help protect the global

environment, and reduce the risks pollution and nuclear proliferation.

Supporters of such a Progra0 not, that much of the aid money would he spent

in the U.S. as domestic facturers increase their production of solar:

equiPment._

Among
the zlanY-dviange°1.1s

technologies applicable are small hydro-
.?

electric.dans ..711:4kizi country like sepal:could stem the dainaging

defcestatioa- taking place), PhOto,
ca-lta/IIero-irkigaticyn.pump (to help

:boogt agricalture in water- and rietay_short areas) t .and low-cpst, biogas

Plants. (which have proliferated in China and which can be helpfultin

tmprO'ing /A1-1-age sanitation, Proctuc_ In fertill2er, and'rer.eving, pressure.

on' ,other cooktng fuels).

Cale solar ologies.have several.ral.dharacteristics that make

them particularly
well'suitea

to the needs of.developing-countries. Being

small and self-contain d they caa provide energy at dispersed sites without

delay of c011ttuct--g extensive transmission or

dlstributiori

the glajor.expense and in

networks networks which can cost more than the. central
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energy conversion plants themselves,, and which are now typically available

only 'IA urban areas.

Being relatively simple in design, .decentralizedequipment,can be

built rapidly and provide energy within

required for large systems. Generating

with changing needs. This avoids

,

the'l

with newcentral power plants. On -site

months,. instead of the years

capacity can be expanded in step

)\,._rge increments Of capacity associated

glatacilities also are relatikTely:

labor-intensive and thus could help create more job opportunities in these

countries.

Through greatergreater use of the solar resource, developing nations could

greatly increase their energy self-sufficiency. This would have obvious

economic as well as political advantages. Such self-sufficie4cy is made

more ..feasible'because Much solar eqUipment is relatively easy to manufacture,

operate, and repair.

In the United States, technologies such as photovoltaic cells; windmills,

'heat engehnes powered with sol#r collectors, or fuels from biomass cannot now

compete with our low eleric power rates (commonly 3 to 6 cents per. KWh).

But the price of power from central grids in urban areas of the developing

C

world runscas high as 45 cents per :KWh.
98 In those rural areas fortunate

enough to have, electric power, it usually is produced either by diesel

generators or primary batteries, with costs in the range'of $1 or more per

KWh. \In such-circinnqtances, the economics of many solar applications

obviously will be more favorable than at present in the United States. And

as noted,:photovoltaic systemi providing power at 10 to 20 cents per KWh

or less-are expected by 1980..
k
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E. Im rove Government Pro rams for the Purchase of Solar E ui ment for

Federal Use

The government's intention tg demonstratetsolar heating and cooling

'technology in federal buildings was first stated more than two years ago,99

and an implementation plan was4eveloped in 1977.100 Memoranda of under-
,

.standing have been signed by the relevant agencies, but actual installation

of solar equipment is s*-iously lagging. Reasons for the lick of progress

should be investigated to ensure that the government will-meet-the commitment

in the National Energy Plan to spend $100 million on installing solar equipment

on government buildings.

In addition, the widespread demonstration of solar cells in a range

of federal programs appears to have considerable promise. A study of

-near-term photovoltaic markets found that eve= with present-day cost

solar- cells already can compete with more conventional sources of

electricity -- for example, when used in portable radars,, portable radios,
- .

offshore buoys, and handheld infrared viewers. 101 The study also found

that if the pride of solar cells, drops to. about one-half its current

level, Defense could purchase over $100 million.annullY on an economical

basis.

q
In JtiI37. 1977, an expansion of this analysis was published by DOE-'S

TaSk Fdrce on Solar Energy Commercialization. I.02
This study Would

stimulate the early establishment of a viable, competitive, photOvoltaic

industry. Under one purchasing option considered by this study, the Defense

Department would replace up to 20 percent of its gasoline-powered generators

with 152 MWe of photovoltaic cell-arrays, at a cost of about $450 million.



4

Over a period of 25 years, (i.e., 5 year purchase programs and'20iyear

life of systems} this would lead to a cost saving.to the government of $1.5
1"_

billion, or a net discounted benefit of $484 million.

.

Experts have stressed the need for employing the true marginal costs

of energy supplies (rather than average costs) when designing nev..federar

buildings. Then, whenever the life-cycle economics justifies it, solar

technologies should be used in constructing federal buildings.

47
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In Conclusion

The sum of the evidence points to the inevitable reemergence of

solar energy as a major source of supply for the United-States just as

wood, coal, oil, and gas have been.

Most of this evidence comes directly from the rapid advances already

Made in the development.of solar technologies and their approaching commercial

feasibility. Also' noteworthy in assessing the future of..solar energy are

its large natural potential; the strong market incentives at work; the

.technical ingenuity characteristic of American entrepreneurs; and the

outstanding environmental and social advantages'ofsolar options.

Perhaps the key question, then, is that of time. How soon can solar

energ come to the nation'Aescue? Though no certain answer can be given,

it is obvious that the time frame can be narrowed considerably by choosing-
-.

liberally from the wide variety of gofernmental actions available and

outlined in this report.

Two general objectives suggest t emselves:

* Speed lip the deployment of available solar technologies

so as to maximize the solar contribution to the-nation's energy economy

in the short and intermediate term.

Make appropriate plans and commitments to further research,

development, and implementation so as to maximize the overall benefits

from solar technologies in the long term.

It seems clear that the federal government 7-, for,a time -- must play

a strong role-in-furthering solat.development. It also seems clear that

some changes and reforms in the federal programs are advisable. In any

case, the. key policy ingredient is anofficial.and personal,commitment

. -

to-solar energy commensurate with its potential far'benefitting the nation..
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